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1. (a) Define the followirg terms:

cyclic group;

abelian group.
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wher"o.Lr.d. lR {,r!non-zcrodp'..*,n,nr. Sho" it u, ,G|.;
is a group, where "." denotes usual matrix multiplication.

Is this ar abeljar Broup? Justify youl affwer.

i. State and prove the Lagra.nge,s theorem.

ii. Prove that in a finite group G, the order of earh element

divides the order of G.

Hence prove the.t lr1d : e, Vr € G, where e is the identity

elemenb of G.

What is meant by saying that a subgrorp of a grcup is normal?

i. Let,ry and K be two norma,l subgroups of a group G. prove

that i1 a K i6 a normal subgroup of G.
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ii. Prove that every subgroup of an abelian group G is a normal

sub8roup of G.

fh) Wi,h usuJl norlions p.orc rh0,.

i. rr'(a) :i G;

ii. .ii S rv(,").

(c) Let Z(G): {.x eG I xg:g:r,V g € c}. prove the folowirg:

i. z(G): )C("), rvhere C(a) :{seG : sa:as}
aec

.i. 1,G ) <C.

3. (a) What is meanL by an index of er subgroup of a group. LeL Il and
,( be trvo subgroups of a. finite group G ancl 1l q 1J. prove that

IG : r{): [c : HIIH : Kl.

(1,) State tire tust isomorphisrr theorern.

Let l/ and 1l Lre two normal subgroups of a group G such that
,( g .ry. Prove the following:

t. K!H;
ii. H/K lGlK:

G /I(tlt HlK=GIH
4. (a) Define comntutator subgroup G, of a group G.

Prove the followingl

f. if H < G bhen G/ff is abeliar if and onty if G/ g i1.
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(b) What is meant by ,,.InD G (inner automorphism)', of a Broup G?

If i1 is a subgroup of G, with the usual notations prove that
N(E) /Z(H) = 1Dn c. Hence dedu ce that C /Z(G) z Inn G.

(a) Write down the class equation of a furite group G. Hence or oth_

erwise, pmve that the center of G is non-trivial if the order of G
is pn, where p is a prime number aod n € N.

(b) De6ne the term p- group.

Let G be a finite abelia,n group and p be a piime number which

divides the order of G. Prove that G has m element of orcler p.

(a) Define the followirg ter s as a,pplied to a groupi

i. permutation;

ii. cycle of order r;

iii. transposition.

(b) Prove that the permutation group on rz symbols (S") is a finiie
group of order nl.

Is 5" an abelian group for n > Z ? Justify your answer.

(c) Prove that the set of even permutations forms a normal subgroup

of ,S,. Hence prove that S*/,4, is a cyclic group of order 2.
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